
Vietnamese Fruit Coming to Grocer Near You: 
Standards at Work Unleash the Dragon (Fruit)

by Mike Violette, Washington Labs & AmericanTCB

We advocate standardization to allow open access to markets. 
Here’s positive news for Vietnam’s farmers and exporters

...and something new to delight US consumers

Why are these ladies smiling? 

Tickled by the benefits of an open conformity  assessment system, no doubt. But I think not...it 
might be because the potential market for their goods just added 300 million more potential 
customers. Actually, who knows? Maybe the lady in the middle has a funny ringtone.

Hanoi Fruit Sellers
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Regardless of their source of mirth, we submit some observations about fruit, and a particular 
kind at that: the humble, but fearsome-sounding Dragon Fruit. As Vietnam’s accession into the 
World Trade Organization evolves, the markets for her products become more accessible. This 
is proved out as food safety standards and practices begin to permeate the practices and 
procedures of producers and purveyors of pitaya.

And this is good news for all parties. It means an export market for Vietnamese farmers and 
delightful Dragon Fruit on your shopping short-list. Watch for recipes and dishes based on the 
white, succulent, delicate, slightly sweet-tasting fruit. An early entrant is the “dragon fruit martini”, 
already perfected by Desmond in the “Food & Beverage lab” at AmericanTCB in Taipei some 
time back. (A  winning and refreshing drink: one part vodka, one part dragon fruit puree, ice, a 
blender and of course, that secret ingredient.)

The awareness and compliance with US food safety  standards is opening doors for food 
suppliers in general and fruit growers in particular. The Dragon Fruit, long a staple in Taiwan, 
China and Vietnam, is a red-purple skinned cactus-variant fruit that grows in tropical climes, but 
has heretofore been unseen in US mainstream fruit stands.

The species is a peculiar one--to US eyes anyway--and draws either a smile, gasp or grimace 
when it is first encountered. Does one eat it or hurl it at charging wild boar?

Basket of Dragon Fruit 
Vietnamese: Thanh Long; Chinese: 火龍果 (Hou Long Guo) or “Fire Dragon Fruit”
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Initial bewilderment suppressed, the soft skin yields to a sharp  knife, revealing a white flesh 
peppered through with small black seeds. The fruit has the consistency of a firm watermelon and 
a very light aroma of a fresh garden cucumber. The taste is delicate, mild, close to kiwi--but not 
as strong--and mostly plays on the back of the tongue. The seeds crunch pleasantly, not unlike 
poppy seeds, but contribute no noticeable flavor. The skin peels easily  and the fruit is often 
served sliced and unadorned. 

The Belly of the Dragon Fruit

Cut lengthwise, the skin forms its own bowl and the fruit can 
be scooped out and enjoyed with  a spoon. One imagines 
supplementing the mildly-flavored fruit with a light drizzle of 
Chambord or similar liquer. Alternatively, vanilla ice cream 
would be a fine accompaniment as the fruit has the 
obtrusiveness of a bowl of fresh raspberries.

The possibilities, as they say, are endless.

And so, for the past several years--yeay, even early  on this 
trip--we’ve asked ourselves:  Why can’t we have this variety 
of fruit on our shelves? (We’re so needy).
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That is why this recent headline in the Viet Nam News caught our eye:

Viet Nam News, August 19, 2008

The appearance of this rather benign, but imagery-heavy headline, sparked our interest. Not 
only because of our personal fondness for the Hylocereus undatus--or pitaya, but because it 
underscores the importance of our work on Conformity  Assessment systems and a drive for 
common standards. 

As noted in the article, “Vietnamese suppliers needed to be able to provide fruit of consistent 
quality  which could met the US’s strict quarantine procedures.” This means not just the quality  of 
the fruit as it arrives, but speaks to the processes and handling. What this means for small and 
large fruit suppliers is a higher bar, of course and a possible upward push on prices. Other 
economic effects, one might argue, may come from shortages caused by a high demand for 
exports. The dragon fruit is cheap  and readily available today. This plays out as a Pandora’s Box 
of globalization.

From our First Conformity Assessment Conference, held in Vietnam in 2007, we covered food 
regulations for export to the US. What is now becoming increasingly ingrained in Vietnamese 
production systems are the general requirement for food and food safety  generally referred to as  
“Good Manufacturing Practices” or GMP, covering the following general areas:
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• Personnel
• Plants and Grounds
• Sanitary Operations
• Sanitary Facilities and Controls
• Equipment and Utensils
• Processes and Controls

Further requirements exist for seafood and processed food (juices), the so-called HACCP 
processes, an acronym for:

Hazard - Analysis - Critical - Control - Point

HACCP is a management tool used to protect food from biological, chemical and physical 
hazards; the intent is to prevent hazards from entering the food processing system. With over 
100 years of food safety development, the US we have developed many processes that allow for 
an extremely safe food supply.

Thus, the promulgation of proceses and standards affects products in many sectors of the 
growing Vietnamese economy. In the food and fruit sector, other products similarly affected and 
finding an export market include longans, rambutans, lychees (already available) and the 
pungent durian (not sure how this particular staple will be received, if you’ve passed a fruitstand 
of ripe durian, you’ll wonder: “geez, did I step in something?”).

Or a market for perhaps a few mushrooms?
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Back to the fruit of the matter: The Viet Nam News article continues that the export of dragon 
fruit to China reaches over 150,000 metric tons per year with a market value of US$20M. The 
hope that the US market, with traditionally higher prices, will yield higher profits. That remains to 
be seen, of course and depends on whether the US will embrace the ‘cuddly’ dragon fruit.

A Wiki dig gives some final good nutrition news: 
Dragon fruit is a good source of vitamin C; and 
the little beauties are a good source of fiber, 
minerals and antioxidants. So not so long in the 
future, these thanh long may be on your way to 
your breakfast plate.

For more information, contact: 
Mike Violette mikev@wll.com. 

Vis i t www.atcb.com/vietnam for 
information on this year’s standards 
conference.

And enjoy 火龍果 soon!
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